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ON FACTORS OF GIBBS MEASURES FOR ALMOST ADDITIVE
POTENTIALS
YUKI YAYAMA
Abstract. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be one-sided subshifts and pi : X → Y a factor map.
Suppose that X has the specification property. Let µ be a unique invariant Gibbs measure
for a sequence of continuous functions F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on X, which is an almost additive
potential with bounded variation. We show that piµ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for
a sequence of continuous functions G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y . When (X,σX) is a full shift, we
characterize G and µ by using relative pressure. This G is a generalization of a continuous
function found by Pollicott and Kempton in their work on factors of Gibbs measures for
continuous functions. We also consider the following question: Given a unique invariant
Gibbs measure ν for a sequence of continuous functions F2 on Y , can we find an invariant
Gibbs measure µ for a sequence of continuous functions F1 on X such that piµ = ν? We
show that such a measure exists under a certain condition. In particular, if (X,σX) is a
full shift and ν is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a function in the Bowen class, then
there exists a preimage µ of ν which is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a function in
the Bowen class.
1. Introduction
Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be one-sided shifts of finitely many symbols and π : X → Y a factor
map. A factor map π is a continuous and surjective function that satisfies π ◦ σX = σY ◦ π.
We have the following general questions concerning factors of Gibbs measures. Given an
invariant Gibbs measure µ for a continuous function f on X, what are the properties of
the image πµ of µ under π? Under what conditions is πµ an invariant Gibbs measure for a
continuous function g on Y ? What properties must g have? For a survey of the study of
factors of Gibbs measures for continuous functions, see the paper by Boyle and Petersen [5].
For more results on this topic, see [21]. Recently, problems on factors of Gibbs measures
for functions of summable variation have been studied [8, 9, 28, 32, 27, 15]. In particular,
it is known from Chazottes and Ugalde [9] that if µ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure
for a Ho¨lder continuous function f on X, where X is a full shift, then πµ is a unique
invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous function. Pollicott and Kempton [27] showed the
related results, namely, if µ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a function on X of
summable variation with a certain condition, then πµ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure
for a function on Y of summable variation. Kempton [15] also extended the results of [27]
to the case when X is a topologically mixing shift of finite type.
On the other hand, a theory of equilibrium states for sequences of continuous functions
has recently been developed [3, 23, 7, 13, 36, 37, 12, 35, 14]. This extends the pressure theory
for continuous functions (see [29]). The results have been applied in dimension theory in
dynamics. In particular, the Gibbs measures for sequences of continuous functions have
been useful for studying non-conformal repellers [3, 12, 13, 34, 35].
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Pressure theory for sequences of continuous functions called almost additive potentials
(see page 4 for definition of an almost additive potential) has been studied by Barreira [3]
and Mummert [23]. Almost additive potentials are a generalization of continuous functions
that belong to the Bowen class. Barreira and Mummert defined topological pressure for
an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1, proved the variational principle, and studied
equilibrium states. Similarly, Cao, Feng and Huang [7] studied pressure theory for sub-
additive potentials (see page 4 for definition) while Feng and Huang [13] studied it in the
context of asymptotically subadditive potentials (see page 6 for definition). Asymptotically
subadditive potentials generalize almost additive potentials and subadditive potentials. The
notion of a Gibbs measure for a continuous function was also generalized to that of a Gibbs
measure for a sequence of continuous functions [3, 23].
In this paper, using theory of equilibrium states for sequences of continuous functions,
we study the image of an invariant Gibbs measure for a sequence of continuous functions
under a factor map. In particular, we consider the image of an invariant Gibbs measure for
an almost additive potential. This generalizes theory of factors of Gibbs equilibrium states
for continuous functions (see section 6).
Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be one-sided subshifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Suppose that
X has the specification property. In Section 3, we consider the image of an invariant Gibbs
measure µ for an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded variation.
Our main question is the following: Can we find a sequence of continuous functions G =
{log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y such that πµ is an invariant Gibbs measure for G? We will answer the
question by showing in Theorem 3.1 that the image πµ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure
for an asymptotically subadditive potential G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation.
It is a unique equilibrium state for G and it is mixing. In particular, in Corollary 3.2,
we prove that if an invariant measure µ is an invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous
function f on X that belongs to the Bowen class (we use the notation Bow(X) for the
Bowen class), then the image πµ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a subadditive
potential G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation.
Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be one-sided sofic shifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Suppose that
X has the specification property. In Section 4, our main question is to characterize µ on X
using the image measure πµ on Y . We study the relation between µ and πµ in connection
to relative pressure. In Proposition 4.14, we show that if µ is an invariant Gibbs measure for
f ∈ Bow(X) on a topologically mixing shift of finite type X, then we can characterize πµ
as the unique equilibrium state for the relative pressure P (σX , π, f). Hence we can replace
the subadditive potential G¯ found in Corollary 3.2 by P (σX , π, f). Moreover, µ is a unique
relative equilibrium state of f over πµ. We generalize this result to the case in which µ is
a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on a
full shift X with bounded variation. In this case πµ is a unique equilibrium state for the
relative pressure P (σX , π,F), replacing G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 in Theorem 3.1 by P (σX , π,F),
and µ is a unique relative equilibrium state of F over πµ (see Theorem 4.8).
In Section 5, we study preimages of Gibbs measures. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be one-sided
sofic shifts. Suppose that X has the specification property. Let ν ∈ M(Y, σY ) be the
unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive potential Ψ = {logψn}
∞
n=1 on Y
with bounded variation. We will study the following question: Is there any Gibbs measure
µ ∈ M(X,σX ) associated to a sequence of continuous functions Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on X
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such that πµ = ν? We show in Theorem 5.2 that, in general, under a certain condition on
the factor map π, we can find a unique invariant Gibbs measure µ for an almost additive
potential Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded variation such that πµ = ν. In particular, if
(X,σX) is a full shift and ν is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a function ψ ∈ Bow(Y ),
then there exists a unique invariant Gibbs measure µ for φ ∈ Bow(X) such that πµ = ν
(Corollary 5.5). Further, we will investigate how to construct a sequence of continuous
functions Φ on X so that a unique invariant Gibbs measure µ associated to Φ is a preimage
of ν. To this end, we use two different approaches. We obtain two distinct sequences of
continuous functions Φ1 on X and Φ2 on X and invariant Gibbs measures µ1 associated to
Φ1 and µ2 associated to Φ2, such that πµ1 = πµ2 = ν (see Proposition 5.7). In general,
we have µ1 6= µ2. Therefore, in Proposition 5.8, we study a condition for µ1 = µ2. To
finish the section, we examine a condition under which a unique invariant Gibbs measure
µ for φ ∈ Bow(X) is projected to a unique invariant Gibbs measure ν for a function that
belongs to the Bowen class. If φ = ψ ◦ π where ψ ∈ Bow(Y ), then we have the result. In
Proposition 5.12, we extend this φ slightly to a more general function.
Finally, in Section 6, we relate our results to the existing theory of factors of Gibbs equi-
librium states for continuous functions. Theorem 3.1 shows that, given a unique invariant
Gibbs measure µ for an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded vari-
ation, πµ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an asymptotically subadditive potential
G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation. Pollicott and Kempton [27] considered this
question in a continuous case. Given a unique invariant Gibbs measure µ for a function f on
X of summable variation, where X is a full shift, they found a continuous function g on Y
such that πµ is a Gibbs measure for g. We show in Proposition 6.2 that our G = {log gn}
∞
n=1
is a generalization of the continuous function g obtained in [27].
After this paper was accepted following minor revisions, I found that the related results
have been studied by Barral and Feng [2] in their work on the weighted thermodynamic
formalism. There, in Theorem 3.1 (i), they showed a variational principle concerning an
equilibrium state µ for a sequence of continuous functions and the image measure under a
factor map in a general setting. This is related to our Theorem 3.1. The results of Theorem
3.1 (i) in [2] are obtained by using relative pressure. In contrast, our Theorem 3.1 is proved
by only using the properties of Gibbs measures. We obtain the appropriate potential for
the image of a Gibbs measure by observing the properties of a factor of the Gibbs measure.
Also, Theorem 3.1 (iii) [2] states the relationship between µ and πµ, and is related to our
Theorem 4.8. However, while Theorem 3.1 (iii) is studied in a more general setting, we are
able to obtain a more detailed result in Theorem 4.8.
2. Background
We first summarize the basic definitions in symbolic dynamics. For notation and terminol-
ogy not explained here, see [19]. (X,σX) is a one-sided subshift ifX is a closed shift-invariant
subset of {1, · · · , k}N for some k ≥ 1, i.e., σX(X) ⊆ X, where the shift σX : X → X is
defined by σX(x) = x
′, for x = (xn)
∞
n=1, x
′ = (x′n)
∞
n=1 ∈ X,x
′
n = xn+1 for all n ∈ N. Define
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a metric d on X by
d(x, x′) =


1/2k if xi = x
′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and xk+1 6= x
′
k+1,
1 if x1 6= x
′
1,
0 otherwise.
For each n ∈ N, denote by Bn(X) the set of all n-blocks that occur in points in X.
x1 . . . xn is an allowable word of length n if x1 . . . xn ∈ Bn(X). If x1 · · · xn ∈ Bn(X), then
[x1 · · · xn] is a cylinder in X. A subshift (X,σX ) is irreducible if for any allowable words
u, v of X, there exists an allowable word w of X such that uwv is allowable. If, in addition,
there always exists a word w with a fixed length p > 0 such that uwv is allowable, then
(X,σX) has the specification property.
Let (X,σX) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. If the i-th position
of the image of x under π depends only on xi, then π is a one-block factor map. A shift of
finite type (X,σX) is one-step if there exists a set F of forbidden blocks of length ≤ 2 such
that X = {x ∈ {1, · · · , k}N : ω does not appear in x for any ω ∈ F}. A subshift is called a
sofic shift if it is the image of a shift of finite type under a factor map. It is known that an
irreducible sofic shift is the image of a one-step irreducible shift of finite type under a one-
block factor map (see [19]). Throughout the paper, we assume that π is a one-block factor
map and any shift of finite type (X,σX) is one-step. Denote by M(X,σX ) the collection of
all σX -invariant Borel probability measures on X and by Erg(X,σX ) all ergodic members
of M(X,σX ).
Next we give a brief overview of the results in pressure theory for almost additive poten-
tials and subadditive potentials. These generalize the work of Ruelle and Walters on theory
of pressure for continuous functions.
As an application, pressure theory for sequences of continuous functions has been used to
study dimension problems on non-conformal expanding maps. Let T be the endomorphism
of the torus given by T (x, y) = (lx mod 1,my mod 1), l > m ≥ 2, l,m ∈ N. The Hausdorff
dimension of compact invariant subsets of T has been widely studied [4, 22, 17, 16, 33, 24]. In
[12, 34, 35], this problem was studied by using equilibrium states for sequences of continuous
functions. The factor of equilibrium states for sequences of continuous functions and their
preimages were studied (see Section 4 and Example 5.2 [34]).
Let (X,σX ) be a subshift. For each n ∈ N, let φn : X → R
+ be a continuous function.
Define a sequence of continuous functions Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 and suppose that Φ satisfies the
subadditivity condition, i.e., for every n,m ∈ N and x ∈ X, φn+m(x) ≤ φn(x)φm(σ
n
X(x)).
We note that this is equivalent to {log φn}
∞
n=1 being subadditive. Then Φ is a subadditive
potential on (X,σX). Φ is an almost additive potential if there is a constant C > 0 such
that for every n,m ∈ N and for every x ∈ X,
e−Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ φn+m(x) ≤ e
Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx).
Define
Mn = sup{
φn(x)
φn(x′)
: x, x′ ∈ X,xi = x
′
i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Then Φ has bounded variation if there exists a constant M > 0 such that supn∈NMn ≤M .
The topological pressure PX(Φ) of an almost additive potential Φ on X was defined by
Barreira [3] and Mummert [23] and the variational principle was also shown.
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If f : X → R is a continuous function, we let φn(x) = e
f(x)+···+f(σn−1
X
x), n ∈ N, and define
Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1. Then Φ is an additive sequence. Also, we note that limn→∞ 1/n
∫
log φn dµ =∫
f dµ for any µ ∈M(X,σX ). If Φ is a subadditive potential, this also holds by the subad-
ditive ergodic theorem (see Theorem 10.1 in [29]). For f ∈ C(X), define
Vn(f) = sup{f(x)− f(x
′) : x, x′ ∈ X,xi = x
′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
and σnf =
∑n−1
i=0 f ◦ σ
i. Then the Bowen class Bow(X) is the set Bow(X) = {f ∈ C(X) :
supn∈N Vn(σnf) < ∞} (see [31]). If f ∈ Bow(X), then it is known from [31] that the
equilibrium state for f is unique and it is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for f . In
particular, Bow(X) contains the functions of summable variation (see [31]). We note that
if f ∈ Bow(X), then the additive potential Φ has bounded variation.
Theorems 2.1 below generalize the variational principle for continuous functions to that
for sequences of continuous functions and Theorem 2.5 extends the theory of equilibrium
states for continuous functions to almost additive potentials. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we will
study Gibbs measures for sequences of continuous functions and the following results play
important roles.
Theorem 2.1. [3, 23] Let (X,σX) be a subshift and Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 be an almost additive
potential on (X,σX) with bounded variation. Then
(2.1)
PX(Φ) = sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX)+ lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndµ} = sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX)+
∫
lim
n→∞
1
n
log φndµ}
where the topological pressure PX(Φ) is defined by
PX(Φ) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
i1···in∈Bn(X)
esup log φn(x)),
and where the supremum is taken over x ∈ [i1 · · · in], n ∈ N.
Remark 2.2. The conditions that the subshift be of finite type and be topologically mixing
[3, 23] are not necessary, the same result holds for general subshifts (see Theorem 1.1 [7]).
On the other hand, the topological pressure PX(Φ) of a subadditive potential Φ =
{log φn}
∞
n=1 on a subshift (X,σX) was studied by Cao, Feng and Huang [7] and a variational
principle was also shown. Let n ∈ N and ǫ > 0. A subset E of X is an (n, ǫ) separated subset
of X if max0≤i≤n−1 d(σ
i
Xx, σ
i
Xy) > ǫ for all x, y ∈ E, x 6= y. For a subadditive potential Φ
on X, define
Pn(Φ, ǫ) = sup{
∑
x∈E
φn(x) : E is an (n, ǫ) separated subset of X},
and let P (Φ, ǫ) = lim supn→∞(1/n) log Pn(Φ, ǫ). The topological pressure for a subadditive
potential Φ is defined by PX(Φ) = limǫ→0 P (Φ, ǫ). Then (2.1) in Theorem 2.1 holds if an
almost additive potential is replaced by a subadditive potential [7].
Feng and Huang [13] also considered sequences of continuous functions called asymptot-
ically subadditive potentials, which are a generalization of subadditive potentials and al-
most additive potentials. A sequence of continuous functions Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on a subshift
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(X,σX) is an asymptotically subadditive if for any ǫ > 0 there exists a subadditive potential
Ψ = {logψn}
∞
n=1 on X such that lim supn→∞(1/n) supx∈X | log φn(x)− logψn(x)| ≤ ǫ.
The topological pressure of an asymptotically subadditive potential is defined in the
same manner as it is defined for a subadditive potential. Then (2.1) in Theorem 2.1 is
valid when we replace an almost additive potential by an asymptotically subadditive po-
tential [13]. We note that an almost additive potential Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on X satisfying
e−Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ φn+m(x) ≤ e
Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) is an asymptotically subadditive poten-
tial on X by setting a subadditive potential Ψ = {log φne
C}∞n=1 in the above equation.
Definition 2.3. Let Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 be a sequence of continuous functions on X. A
µ¯ ∈M(X,σX ) is an equilibrium state for Φ if
hµ¯(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndµ¯ = sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndµ}.
Similarly, µ¯ ∈M(X,σX) is an equilibrium state for a Borel measurable function f on X
if
hµ¯(σX) +
∫
fdµ¯ = sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX) +
∫
fdµ}.
We denote by MΦ(X,σX) the set of equilibrium states for Φ.
The definition of a Gibbs measure can be extended to a sequence of continuous functions.
Definition 2.4. Let Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 be an asymptotically subadditive potential on a
subshift (X,σX). A Borel probability measure µ on X is a Gibbs measure for Φ if there
exists C0 > 0 such that
(2.2)
1
C0
<
µ([x1x2 · · · xn])
e−nPX(Φ)φn(x)
< C0
for every x ∈ X and n ∈ N.
The next theorem is used throughout the paper.
Theorem 2.5. [3, 23] Let (X,σX) be a subshift with the specification property. Then
there exists a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive potential Φ on X with
bounded variation and it is the unique equilibrium state for Φ. It is also mixing.
Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and let π : X → Y be a factor map between sub-
shifts. The main goal of this paper is to study πµ when µ ∈M(X,σX ) is a unique invariant
Gibbs measure for an almost additive potential. For this purpose, in Sections 4 and 5,
we will use relative pressure theory. Relative pressure for continuous functions and the
relative variational principle (see [18, 30]) were extended to subadditive potentials under
a certain condition (see [37, 35]). Here we state some basic results from [37, 35] that we need.
Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Let Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1
be a subadditive potential on (X,σX). Let n ∈ N and ǫ > 0. For each y ∈ Y , define
Pn(σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y) = sup{
∑
x∈E
φn(x) : E is an (n, ǫ) separated subset of π
−1{y}},
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P (σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logPn(σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y),
P (σX , π,Φ)(y) = lim
ǫ→0
P (σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y).
The definitions above are a generalization of the usual definitions for the relative pressure
for continuous functions (see [30]) and P (σX , π,Φ) : Y → [−∞,∞) is Borel measurable.
Suppose that Φ has bounded variation. In addition, suppose there exists C > 0 such that
e−Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ φn+m(x) or φn(x) depends on the first n coordinates of x ∈ X. Then
by the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [35], we have
(2.3) P (σX , π,Φ)(y) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log
( ∑
x∈Dn(y)
φn(x)
)
,
where Dn(y) is a set consisting of one point from each nonempty set π
−1(y) ∩ [x1 . . . xn] in
X.
Theorem 2.6. [37](A special case of the relative variational principle)
Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts, π : X → Y a factor map and Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 a subad-
ditive potential on X. Then for each m ∈ M(Y, σY ) such that there exists µ ∈ M(X,σX)
with πµ = m and limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log φndµ 6= −∞,∫
Y
P (σX , π,Φ)dm = sup{hµ(σX)−hm(σY )+ lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
X
log φndµ : µ ∈M(X,σX ) and πµ = m}.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6, µ¯ ∈M(X,σX ) is a relative equilibrium state for
Φ over m if πµ¯ = m and
hµ¯(σX)− hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndµ¯
= sup{hµ(σX)− hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndµ : µ ∈M(X,σX) and πµ = m}
(see [30]).
We will study the relation between µ and and πµ in Theorems 4.3 and 4.6 in Section 5.
3. Factors of generalized Gibbs measures for almost additive potentials
In this section, we study the image of a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost
additive potential with bounded variation under a factor map. We characterize it as a
unique invariant Gibbs measure for an asymptotically subadditive potential with bounded
variation.
Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Throughout this
section, we shall take F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 to be an almost additive potential on X. Let C > 0
be a constant such that
(3.1) e−Cfn(x)fm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ fn+m(x) ≤ e
Cfn(x)fm(σ
n
Xx), for all x ∈ X,m,n ∈ N.
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In addition, we assume that F has bounded variation and let M > 0 be a constant such
that
(3.2) sup
n∈N
{
fn(x)
fn(x′)
: xi = x
′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤M.
Such a constant exists because F has bounded variation. For all n ∈ N, y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈
Y , denote by En(y) a set consisting of exactly one point from each cylinder [x1 . . . xn] such
that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn]. Define
gn(y) = sup
En(y)
{
∑
x∈En(y)
fn(x)}.
We note that if (X,σX ) is irreducible, then En(y) is a set consisting of exactly one point from
each cylinder [x1 . . . xn] such that π(x1 . . . xn) = y1 . . . yn. Define g˜n(y) = gn(y)e
−nPX(F).
Let G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 and G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1. Also define a sequence of continuous functions
H = {log g˜ne
C}∞n=1 on Y . We shall continue to use this notation throughout the rest of this
section.
We recall from Theorem 2.5 that if F is an almost additive potential with bounded vari-
ation, then there is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for F and it is the unique equilibrium
state for F .
The main goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Suppose
that X has the specification property. Let F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 be an almost additive potential
on X with bounded variation. Let µ ∈M(X,σX ) be the unique Gibbs measure for F and
ν = πµ ∈M(Y, σY ). Then ν is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for the asymptotically
subadditive potential G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation. It is the unique
equilibrium state for G and it is mixing. Then
PX(F) = sup{hµ¯(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ¯ : µ¯ ∈M(X,σX )}(3.3)
= sup{hν¯(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log gndν¯ : ν¯ ∈M(Y, σY )}(3.4)
= PY (G).(3.5)
In the special case that µ is a Gibbs measure associated to a single potential f ∈ Bow(X),
rather than being an almost additive potential, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Suppose
that X has the specification property. Let µ ∈ M(X,σX ) be the unique invariant Gibbs
measure for f ∈ Bow(X) and ν = πµ ∈M(Y, σY ). Define
g¯n(y) = sup
En(y)
{
∑
x∈En(y)
ef(x)+···+f(σ
n−1
X
x)}.
Then ν is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for the subadditive potential G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1
on Y with bounded variation. It is the unique equilibrium state for G¯ and it is mixing.
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Then
PX(f) = sup{hµ¯(σX) +
∫
fdµ¯ : µ¯ ∈M(X,σX)}(3.6)
= sup{hν¯(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log g¯ndν¯ : ν¯ ∈M(Y, σY )}(3.7)
= PY (G¯).(3.8)
Remark 3.3. The potential G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 here is slightly different from the potential
Ψ = {logψn}
∞
n=1 found in Theorem 3.1 of [2]. Ψ in [2] was studied by using the theory of
relative pressure in a more general setting than that pursued here. The definition of ψn(y)
involves the entire sequence y and, in general, ψn is not a locally constant function. Our
approach has been to find G using the properties of the image of a Gibbs measure and gn
is a locally constant function. It seems that equalities (3.3)–(3.5) could be obtained from
Theorem 3.1 (i) [2] by replacing Ψ by G, but due to the difference in techniques required
to prove the result, this does not work in general. However, we note that Theorem 3.5 [2]
deals with the special case in which π is a factor map between full shifts: Barral and Feng
use our G to study the image πµ(I) for a cylinder set I of length n.
In statistical mechanics, non-Gibbsian measures have been often found to occur as images
of Gibbs measures under Renormalization Group transformations. The question of when
this phenomenon occurs has been widely studied and possible generalizations of Gibbs
measures have also been considered. For example, see [11, 20, 10]. Since the projections
and Renormalization Group maps share some mathematical properties, the above theorem
and corollary may be applicable to these areas. Studying the continuity of the function
F1(y) = limn→∞(log gn)/n in Theorem 3.1 and F2(y) = limn→∞(log g¯n)/n in Corollary
3.2, will tell us when the projection ν is an invariant (possibly weak) Gibbs measure for a
continuous function.
We stress that the image of the invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous function need
not be an invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous function but may be for a sequence of
continuous functions. In Example 4.1 [15], the image of the Gibbs measure for a Ho¨lder
continuous function is not an invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous function defined in
[15]. However, by Corollary 3.2, it is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a subadditive
potential.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we start with the following lemma. In the following
lemmas, propositions and theorems, we continue to use F ,G, G˜,H, En(y) defined at the
beginning of this section.
Lemma 3.4. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Then H =
{log g˜ne
C}∞n=1 is a subadditive potential on Y and so G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1 is an asymptotically
subadditive potential on Y .
Proof. We first show that, for n,m ∈ N, y ∈ Y , g˜n+m(y) ≤ g˜n(y)g˜m(σ
n
Y y)e
C . Let y ∈ Y
and take a set En+m(y). Let x = (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+m, . . . ) ∈ En+m(y). Noting
that we can construct a set En(y) such that x ∈ En(y) and a set Em(σ
n
Y y) such that
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σnXx ∈ Em(σ
n
Y y), we obtain∑
x∈En+m(y)
fn+m(x)e
−(n+m)PX (F) ≤
∑
x∈En+m(y)
fn(x)fm(σ
n
Xx)e
−(n+m)PX (F)eC
≤ g˜n(y)g˜n(σ
n
Y y)e
C .
Taking the supremum over x ∈ En+m(y), we obtain
(3.9) g˜n+m(y) ≤ g˜n(y)g˜m(σ
n
Y y)e
C .
Now for each n ∈ N, y ∈ Y , let hn(y) = e
C g˜n(y). Then, (3.9) implies that hn+m(y) ≤
hn(y)hm(σ
n
Y y) and so H is a subadditive potential on Y . From the definition, it is easy to
see that G˜ is an asymptotically subadditive potential on Y . 
Proposition 3.5. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Suppose
that X has the specification property. Suppose that F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 is an almost additive
potential on X with bounded variation. Then there exists a unique invariant Gibbs measure
ν
G˜
for G˜ = {log g˜n}∞n=1 on Y . It is the unique equilibrium state for G˜ and it is mixing.
We postpone the proof of Proposition 3.5 until the end of this section.
Proposition 3.6. For G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1 on Y in Proposition 3.5, we have PY (G˜) = 0.
Proof. We first note that G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 and G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1 have bounded variation
because gn is a locally constant function that depends on the first n coordinates of y ∈ Y .
Since G and G˜ are asymptotically subadditive potentials on Y , we have from the variational
principle for asymptotically subadditive potentials that
PY (G˜) = sup{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log gn(y)e
−nPX(F)dm : m ∈M(Y, σY )}(3.10)
= sup{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log gn(y)dm : m ∈M(Y, σY )} − PX(F)(3.11)
= PY (G)− PX(F).(3.12)
Using the fact that G has bounded variation, the definition of topological pressure for
asymptotically subadditive potentials gives us
(3.13) PY (G) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
y1...yn∈Bn(Y )
gn(y)),
where y is any point from the cylinder [y1 . . . yn]. Let Nn =
∑
y1...yn∈Bn(Y )
gn(y), where y is
any point from the cylinder [y1 . . . yn]. Since F is almost additive with bounded variation,
by Theorem 2.1, we have
(3.14) PX(F) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esup log fn(z)),
where the supremum is taken over all z ∈ [z1 . . . zn], n ∈ N. LetGn =
∑
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esup log fn(z),
where the supremum is taken over all z ∈ [z1 . . . zn].
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Now we show that Gn ≥ Nn/M . Since F satisfies (3.2), for each z1 . . . zn ∈ Bn(X),
1
M
sup{fn(z) : z ∈ [z1 . . . zn]} ≤ fn(z) for any z ∈ [z1 . . . zn].
Thus we obtain,
esupz∈[z1...zn] log fn(z) ≥ elog
sup{fn(z):z∈[z1...zn]}
M
=
1
M
sup{fn(z) : z ∈ [z1 . . . zn]}.
Let y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ) be fixed. Then∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esupz∈[z1...zn] log fn(z) ≥
1
M
∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
sup{fn(z) : z ∈ [z1 . . . zn]}
≥
1
M
∑
z∈[z1...zn]
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
fn(z).
Therefore, by the definition of gn(y),∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esupz∈[z1...zn] log fn(z) ≥
1
M
gn(y), y ∈ [y1 . . . yn]
Summing over all possible y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ), we obtain
Gn =
∑
y1...yn∈Bn(Y )
(
∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esupz∈[z1...zn] log fn(z)) ≥
1
M
Nn.
Next we show that Gn ≤MNn. For a fixed z1 . . . zn ∈ Bn(X), let x be a fixed point from
[z1 . . . zn]. For any z ∈ [z1 . . . zn], we have fn(z)/fn(x) ≤M . Therefore, sup{log fn(z) : z ∈
[z1 . . . zn]} ≤ logMfn(x). Using this, e
supz∈[z1...zn] log fn(z) ≤ Mfn(x) for any x ∈ [z1 . . . zn].
Let y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ) be fixed. Then
(3.15)
∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
esup log fn(z) ≤
∑
π(z1...zn)=y1...yn
z1...zn∈Bn(X)
Mfn(x) ≤Mgn(y), y ∈ [y1 . . . yn],
where the supremum in the first summation is taken over z ∈ [z1 . . . zn] such that π(z1 . . . zn) =
y1 . . . yn and x in the second summation is any point from the cylinder [z1 . . . zn] such that
π(z1 . . . zn) = y1 . . . yn. Therefore, summing (3.15) over all possible y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ), we
obtain Gn ≤ MNn. Hence (Nn/M) ≤ Gn ≤ MNn. Using (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain
PY (G) = PX(F) and this proves the proposition. 
Before studying the potential G = {log gn}
∞
n=1 on Y in Theorem 3.1, we first study the
potential G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1 on Y , where log g˜n(y) = log gn(y)e
−nPX (F), y ∈ Y . In the next
theorem, we will find that the measure ν
G˜
in Proposition 3.5 is the image of the Gibbs
measure µ ∈M(X,σX) for an almost additive potential F on X.
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Theorem 3.7. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Suppose
that X has the specification property. For an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1
on X with bounded variation, let µ ∈ M(X,σX ) be the unique equilibrium state which is
Gibbs for F and ν = πµ ∈ M(Y, σY ). Then ν is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for
G˜ = {log g˜n}
∞
n=1 on Y and PY (G˜) = 0. ν is the unique equilibrium state for G˜.
Proof. Since µ is the unique Gibbs measure for F on X, by definition, there exists C1 > 0
such that
(3.16)
1
C1
≤
µ([x1 . . . xn])
e−nPX(F)fn(x)
≤ C1, for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn], n ∈ N.

It follows from the definition of ν ∈M(Y, σY ) that, for each y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ),
(3.17) ν([y1 . . . yn]) = µ(π
−1([y1 . . . yn])) =
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
µ([x1 . . . xn]).
By (3.16) and (3.17),
1
C1
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
fn(x)e
−nPX(F) ≤
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
µ([x1 . . . xn])
≤ C1
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
fn(x)e
−nPX (F),
where x in the first and third summations is any point from the cylinder [x1 . . . xn] such
that π(x1 . . . xn) = y1 . . . yn. Therefore, we obtain
(3.18)
1
C1
≤
ν([y1 . . . yn])∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X),π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
fn(x)e−nPX(F)
≤ C1
for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn], π(x1 . . . xn) = y1 . . . yn. Thus, using the property of bounded varia-
tion and (3.18), we can find C2 > 0 such that
1
C2
≤
ν([y1 . . . yn])
g˜n(y)
≤ C2
for any n ∈ N, y ∈ [y1, . . . , yn]. Since PY (G˜) = 0 (see Proposition 3.6),
(3.19)
1
C2
≤
ν([y1 . . . yn])
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≤ C2 for any y ∈ [y1 . . . yn].
Hence ν is an invariant Gibbs measure for G˜. The rest of the result follows immediately
from Propositions 3.5 and 3.6.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Using (3.10), clearly, M
G˜
(Y, σY ) = MG(Y, σY ). By Theorem 3.7, ν is the unique invariant
Gibbs measure for G˜ satisfying (3.19) and by Proposition 3.5 it is the unique equilibrium
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state for G˜. Replacing g˜n(y) and PY (G˜) in (3.19) by gn(y)e
−nPX(F) and PX(G) − PY (F)
respectively, ν is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for G and clearly it is the unique
equilibrium state for G. The rest follows immediately from (3.10).
Proof of Corollary 3.2
Recall from Section 2 that if f ∈ Bow(X), then F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 where fn(x) = e
f(x)+···+f(σn
X
x)
is an additive potential with bounded variation. It is easy to see that G¯ is a subadditive
potential. We apply Theorem 3.1 directly to F and obtain the result.
We will use the remainder of this section to study Proposition 3.5. In order to prove
Proposition 3.5, we make similar arguments to those used in Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8
[34]. These arguments are based on the proofs of Theorems 5 and 7 [3]. Since X has the
specification property, for any allowable words u, v, there always exists a word w with a
fixed length k > 0 such that uwv is allowable. Hence Y also has the specification property
with this fixed length k > 0. Since g˜n is a locally constant function, define ai1...in = g˜n(y),
for y ∈ [i1 . . . in]. Define also Sn =
∑
i1...in∈Bn(Y )
ai1...in and m = minx∈X fk(x). For all
n ∈ N, let An be a set consisting of exactly one point from each cylinder of length n in Y .
Define the Borel probability measure νn on Y concentrated on An by
νn =
∑
y∈An
g˜n(y)δy∑
y∈An
g˜n(y)
where δy is the Dirac measure at y. Since νn is a Borel probability measure on Y for all
n ∈ N, there exists a subsequence {νnk}
∞
k=1 that converges to a Borel probability measure
ν on Y in the weak* topology. In the following lemmas, we continue to use k, ai1...in , Sn
and m as defined above. For simplicity, let En(y1, . . . yn) be a set consisting of exactly one
point from each cylinder [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn].
Lemma 3.8. There exist K1,K2 > 0 such that K1 ≤ e
nPY (G˜)/Sn ≤ K2.
Proof. Let l > n. We show that Sl ≤ e
CSnSl−n. Let i1 . . . inj1 . . . jl−n ∈ Bl(Y ).
ai1...inj1...jl−n
= sup{
∑
x∈El(i1...inj1...jl−n)
fl(x)e
−lPX (F)}
≤ sup{eC
∑
x∈El(i1...inj1...jl−n)
fn(x)e
−nPX(F)fl−n(σ
n
Xx)e
−(l−n)PX (F)}
≤ eC sup{
∑
x∈En(i1...in)
fn(x)e
−nPX (F)} sup{
∑
x∈El−n(j1...jl−n)
fl−n(x)e
−(l−n)PX (F)}
= eCai1...inaj1...jl−n .
Therefore, for each fixed i1 . . . in ∈ Bn(Y ),
(3.20)
∑
i1...inj1...jl−n∈Bl(Y )
ai1...inj1...jl−n ≤ e
Cai1...inSl−n.
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Summing over all allowable words i1 . . . in of length n such that i1 . . . inj1 . . . jl−n is allow-
able, we obtain
(3.21) Sl ≤ e
CSnSl−n.
Thus {log(eCSn)}
∞
n=1 is subadditive. Since G˜ is asymptotically subadditive (Lemma 3.4),
by the definition of topological pressure (see [13]),
(3.22) PY (G˜) = lim
n→∞
log Sn
n
= lim
n→∞
log eCSn
n
≤
log eCSn
n
for all n ≥ 1. Hence we set K2 = e
C .
Next we show that Sl+n ≥ C0SlSn for some C0 > 0. First let l > n + k. Since Y
is a subshift with the specification property with a fixed length k, for each i1 . . . in ∈
Bn(Y ), j1 . . . jl−k ∈ Bl−k(Y ), there exists m1 . . . mk ∈ Bk(Y ) such that i1 . . . inm1 . . . mkj1
. . . jl−k ∈ Bl+n(Y ).
Fix i1 . . . in ∈ Bn(Y ) and j1 . . . jl−k ∈ Bl−k(Y ). Let x1 . . . xn ∈ Bn(X) such that
π(x1 . . . xn) = i1 . . . in. Take x
′ = (x′1, . . . x
′
l−k, . . . ) ∈ X such that π(x
′
1 . . . x
′
l−k) =
j1 . . . jl−k. Then there exists a cylinder m¯1 . . . m¯k of length k inX such that x1 . . . xnm¯1 . . . m¯k
x′1 . . . x
′
l−k ∈ Bl+n(X). Now define x¯ = x1 . . . xnm¯1 . . . m¯kx
′ ∈ X. We can construct such a x¯
for each given x1 . . . xn ∈ Bn(X) such that π(x1 . . . xn) = i1 . . . in and x
′
1 . . . x
′
l−k ∈ Bl−k(X)
such that π(x′1 . . . x
′
l−k) = j1 . . . jl−k. Below we use the notation x¯x1...xn,x′1...x′l−k for x¯ to
emphasize that x¯ depends on these two allowable words.
For fixed i1 . . . in, j1 . . . jl−k, we have∑
i1...inm1...mkj1...il−k∈Bn+l(Y )
ai1...inm1...mkj1...il−k∈Bn+l(Y )
≥ e−2C
∑
i1...inm1...mkj1...il−k∈Bl+n(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El+n(i1...inm1...mkj1...jl−k)
fn(x)fk(σ
nx)fl−k(σ
n+kx)e−(l+n)PX(F)}
≥ e−2C
×
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
x′1...x
′
l−k∈Bl−k(X)
π(x1...xn)=i1...in
π(x′1...x
′
l−k)=j1...jl−k
fn(x¯x1...xn,x′1...x′l−k)fk(σ
n(x¯x1...xn,x′1...x′l−k))fl−k(σ
n+k(x¯x1...xn,x′1...x′l−k))e
−(l+n)PX (F)
≥
e−kPX(F)−2Cme−(n+l−k)PX(F)
M2
∑
x1...xn∈Bn(X)
π(x1...xn)=i1...in
sup{fn(x) : x ∈ [x1 . . . xn]}
×
∑
x1...xl−k∈Bl−k(X)
π(x1...xl−k)=j1...jl−k
sup{fl−k(x) : x ∈ [x1 . . . xl−k]},
where x¯x1...xn,x′1...x′l−k in the second inequality is chosen as explained in the preceding para-
graph and for the last inequality we use the fact that F has bounded variation. Therefore,
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for each i1 . . . in ∈ Bn(Y ), j1 . . . jl−k ∈ Bl−k(Y ), we have
(3.23)
∑
i1...inm1...mkj1...jl−k∈Bl+n(Y )
ai1...inm1...mkj1...il−k ≥
e−kPX(F)−2Cm
M2
ai1...inaj1...jl−k .
Summing over all allowable words i1 . . . in of length n in Y and j1 . . . jl−k of length (l − k)
in Y , we obtain
Sl+n ≥
e−kPX(F)−2Cm
M2
SnSl−k.
Now we claim that Sl ≤ e
CMSkSl−k. For any allowable word ik+1 . . . il in Y , there exists
m1 . . . mk such that m1 . . . mkik+1 . . . il is allowable in Y . Let ik+1 . . . il be fixed. Then
∑
m1...mkik+1...il∈Bl(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El(m1...mkik+1...il)
fl(x)}e
−lPX (F)
≤
∑
m1...mkik+1...il∈Bl(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El(m1...mkik+1...il)
fk(x)fl−k(σ
kx)eC}e−lPX(F)
≤ eCSke
−(l−k)PX(F)
∑
x1...xl−k∈Bl−k(X)
π(x1...xl−k)=ik+1...il
sup{fl−k(x) : x ∈ [x1 . . . xl−k]} ≤ e
CMSkaik+1...il ,
where for the last inequality we use the fact that F has bounded variation. Summing over all
allowable words ik+1 . . . il, we obtain Sl ≤ e
CMSkSl−k. Hence Sl+n ≥ (e
−3C−kPX(F)m/(M3Sk))SnSl
for all l > k, n ≥ 1. For l+n ≤ k+1, we can also find C ′ such that Sl+n ≥ C
′SlSn. Setting
C ′′ = min{C ′, e−3C−kPX(F)m/(M3Sk)}, {log(C
′′Sn)}
∞
n=1 is super additive. Therefore,
PY (G˜) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logSn = lim
n→∞
1
n
log(C ′′Sn) ≥
1
n
log(C ′′Sn).
for all n ≥ 1. Hence we set K1 = C
′′. 
Lemma 3.9. There exist C1, C2 > 0 such that
C1 ≤
νl([i1 . . . in])
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≤ C2, y ∈ [i1 . . . in]
for all l, n ∈ N, l > n+ k and cylinders [i1 . . . in] in Y . Hence νl is a Gibbs measure for G˜.
Proof. Let [i1 . . . in] be a fixed cylinder of length n in Y . By the definition of νl, for n < l,
νl([i1 . . . in]) =
∑
i1...inj1...jl−n∈Bl(Y )
ai1...inj1...jl−n
Sl
.
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Given jk+1 . . . jl−n ∈ Bl−n−k(Y ), we can findm1 . . . mk ∈ Bk(Y ) such that i1 . . . inm1 . . . mkjk+1
. . . jl−n ∈ Bl(X). Hence∑
i1...inj1...jl−n∈Bl(Y )
ai1...inj1...jl−n
≥ e−2Ce−lPX(F)
∑
i1...inm1...mkjk+1...jl−n∈Bl(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈En(i1...inm1...mkjk+1...jl−n)
fn(x)fk(σ
nx)fl−(n+k)(σ
n+kx)}
≥
e−2C−kPX(F)m
M2
ai1...inajk+1...jl−n .
Taking all possible jk+1 . . . jl−n, we obtain
(3.24)
∑
i1...inj1...jl−n∈Bl(Y )
ai1...inj1...jl−n ≥
e−2C−kPX(F)m
M2
Sl−n−kai1...in .
Hence for y ∈ [i1 . . . in],
νl([i1 . . . in])
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≥
e−2C−kPX(F)mSl−n−ke
nPY (G˜)
M2Sl
≥
e−2C−kPX(F)menPY (G˜)
M2eCSn+k
(by (3.21)) ≥
e−3C−kPX(F)mK1
M2ekPY (G˜)
(by Lemma 3.8).
Similarly,
νl([i1 . . . in])
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≤
eCSl−ne
lPY (G˜)
e(−n+l)PY (G˜)Sl
(by (3.20)) ≤
K2e
C
K1
(by Lemma 3.8).

Lemma 3.10. Let ν be the limit of a convergent subsequence {νnk}
∞
k=1 of {νn}
∞
n=1 and let
µn =
1
n
∑n−1
i=0 σY
i(ν). Then any limit point µ of {µn}
∞
n=1 is an invariant Gibbs measure for
G˜.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, ν satisfies, for each cylinder [i1 . . . in],
(3.25) C1 ≤
ν([i1 . . . in])
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≤ C2, y ∈ [i1 . . . in], n ∈ N.
Now we proceed in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.8 in [34]. Suppose that {µnk}
∞
k=1
converges to µ in the weak* topology. To see that µ is Gibbs, let i1 . . . in be a fixed allowable
word of length n in Y . Then for each l, n ∈ N, l > k,
(σlY ν)([i1 . . . in]) =
∑
j1...jli1...in∈Bl+n(Y )
ν([j1 . . . jli1 . . . in])
≥ C1e
−(l+n)PY (G˜)
∑
j1...jli1...in∈Bl+n(Y )
aj1...jli1...in .
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For a cylinder j1 . . . jl−k, there existsm1 . . . mk ∈ Bk(Y ) such that j1 . . . jl−km1 . . . mki1 . . . in ∈
Bl+n(X). For fixed i1 . . . in and j1 . . . jl−k, using (3.23), we obtain
∑
j1...jl−km1...mki1...in∈Bn+l(Y )
aj1...jl−km1...mki1...in ≥
e−kPX(F)−2Cm
M2
aj1...jl−kai1...in .
Summing over all allowable words j1 . . . jl−k of length (l − k) in Y , for each fixed i1 . . . in,
we have
∑
j1...jli1...in∈Bl+n(X)
aj1...jli1...in ≥ (e
−kPX(F)−2CmSl−kai1...in)/M
2. Therefore,
(σlY ν)([i1 . . . in]) ≥
C1e
−kPX(F)−2Cm
M2
e−(l−k)PY (G˜)e−(k+n)PY (G˜)Sl−kai1...in
≥
C1e
−2C−kPX(F)−kPY (G˜)m
M2K2
e−nPY (G˜)ai1...in ≥
C1e
−2C−kPX(F)−kPY (G˜)m
C2M2K2
ν[i1 . . . in].
Similarly, for each fixed i1 . . . in ∈ Bn(Y ),
(σlY ν)([i1 . . . in]) ≤ C2e
−(n+l)PY (G˜)
∑
j1...jli1...in∈Bl+n(Y )
aj1...jli1...in
≤ C2e
−(n+l)PY (G˜)eCSlai1...in(by using a similar proof of (3.20))
≤
C2e
C
K1C1
ν[i1 . . . in].
Using arguments similar to those in the final part of the proof of Lemma 4.8 of [34], we
obtain C¯1, C¯2 > 0 such that
C¯1 ≤
µ[i1 . . . in]
e−nPY (G˜)g˜n(y)
≤ C¯2 for all n ∈ N, y ∈ [i1 . . . in].
Therefore, µ is an invariant Gibbs measure for G˜. 
Next we show that µ in Lemma 3.10 is ergodic. To prove this, we shall need the following
lemma, which is similar to Lemma 4.9 in [34].
Lemma 3.11. Let u1 = i1 . . . in and u2 = j1 . . . jl, l, n ∈ N be allowable words in Y and let
t > n+ 2k, t ∈ N. Then there exists N such that∑
u1b1...bt−nu2∈Bl+t(Y )
au1b1...bt−nu2 ≥ Nau1au2St−n−2k.
Proof. We synthesize the arguments used to prove Lemma 4.9 of [34]. Let bk+1 . . . bt−n−k
be an allowable words of length (t − n − 2k) in Y and call it c. Then there exists
b1 . . . bk, bt−n−k+1 . . . bt−n such that u1b1 . . . bkcbt−n−k+1 . . . bt−nu2 is allowable in Y . De-
note b1 . . . bk by u and bt−n−k+1 . . . bt−n by v. Fix u1, u2, c and v. By a proof similar to that
of (3.23), we obtain
∑
u1ucvu2∈Bl+t(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El+t(u1ucvu2)
fl+t(x)} ≥
e−kPX(F)−2Cm
M2
au1acvu2 .
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Now fix u1, u2, c. Summing over all allowable words u, v such that u1ucvu2 is allowable,
similar arguments to prove (3.23) show that
∑
u1ucvu2∈Bl+t(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El+t(u1ucvu2)
fl+t(x)} ≥ (
me−kPX(F)−2C
M2
)2au1acau2 .
Summing over all allowable words u, c, v in Y such that u1ucvu2 is allowable, we obtain∑
u1ucvu2∈Bl+t(Y )
sup{
∑
x∈El+t(u1ucvu2)
fl+t(x)} ≥ (
me−kPX(F)−2C
M2
)2au1au2St−n−2k.

Lemma 3.12. If ν is an invariant Gibbs measure for G˜, then ν is ergodic.
Proof. Employing the same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 4.10 in [34], we show that
there exists C˜ such that for each t > n+2k and any two cylinder sets [i1, . . . , in], [j1 . . . jl] in
Y , ν([i1 . . . in]) ∩ σ
−t
Y ([j1 . . . jl]) ≥ C˜ν([i1 . . . in])ν([j1 . . . jl]). Suppose that ν is an invariant
Gibbs measure for G˜ satisfying (3.25). Denote i1 . . . in by u1 and j1 . . . jl by u2. Then, using
Lemma 3.11,
ν([u1] ∩ σ
−t
Y [u2]) =
∑
u1b1...bt−nu2∈Bl+t(Y )
ν([u1b1 . . . bt−nu2])
≥ C1e
−(l+t)PY (G˜)
∑
u1b1...bt−nu2∈Bl+t(Y )
au1b1...bt−nu2
≥ C1Nau1au2St−n−2ke
−(l+t)PY (G˜) =
C1Nau1au2St−n−2ke
(n−t)PY (G˜)
e(n+l)PY (G˜)
≥
C1N
K2(C2)2e2kPY (G˜)
ν([i1 . . . in])ν([j1 . . . jl])(by Lemma 3.8 and (3.25)).

Proof of Proposition 3.5 By Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12, we construct an invariant ergodic
Gibbs equilibrium state µ for G˜. Now using the same proof as that of Theorem 5 in [3], µ
is the unique ergodic invariant measure satisfying the Gibbs property. Using the fact that
H = {log g˜ne
C}∞n=1 is a subadditive potential, the arguments in the proof of Theorem 5
in [3] show that µ is the unique equilibrium state for G˜ and it is mixing (also see the proof
of Proposition 4.11 in [34]).
4. The characterizations of images under factor maps using relative
pressure
In this section we study the relation between a unique invariant Gibbs measure µF for
an almost additive potential F and its image under a factor map π with connection to
relative pressure. The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.14
which characterize πµF as an equilibrium state for a relative pressure and µF as a relative
equilibrium state. Corollaries 4.7 and 4.12 are special cases of Theorem 4.8.
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We use the relative variational principle to characterize the image πµ. We continue to
use the notation of F ,G, G˜ from Section 3.
Relative pressure has already been defined for subadditive potentials (see Section 2).
Here we define relative pressure for almost additive potentials and show that the relative
variational principle holds for almost additive potentials by simple observations.
Let (X,σX) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. For an al-
most additive potential Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on X satisfying e
−Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ φn+m(x) ≤
eCφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx), let Φ1 = {log φne
C}∞n=1. Then Φ1 is a subadditive potential on X.
Hence for an almost additive potential Φ on X, we define for each y ∈ Y, n ∈ N,
Pn(σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y), P (σX , π,Φ, ǫ)(y) and P (σX , π,Φ)(y) in same manner as they are defined
for a subadditive potential (see Page 6 in Section 2).
It is clear by definition that P (σX , π,Φ)(y) = P (σX , π,Φ1)(y) for all y ∈ Y . Since
limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log φne
Cdµ = limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log φndµ for all µ ∈ M(X,σX), applying the
relative variational principle for subadditive potentials, we easily obtain the following rela-
tive variational principle for almost additive potentials (see Theorem 2.6 in Section 2).
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be subshifts, π : X → Y a factor map and Φ =
{log φn}
∞
n=1 an almost additive potential on X. Then for each m ∈M(Y, σY ),∫
Y
P (σX , π,Φ)dm = sup{hµ(σX)−hm(σY )+ lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
X
log φndµ : µ ∈M(X,σX ) and πµ = m}.
Remark 4.2. Since Φ is almost additive, there exists C2 > 0 such that for any µ ∈
M(X,σX), | limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log φndµ| ≤ C2.
Before we go further, we review some theorems that relate µ and πµ by using pressure
theory.
Theorem 4.3. [34] Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y a factor map. Define
F : Y → R by F (y) = P (σX , π, 0)(y) and a subadditive potential Φs = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on Y .
Define Φs ◦ π = {log(φn ◦ π)}
∞
n=1. Then
sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX)−
∫
F ◦ πdµ + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(φn ◦ π)dµ}(4.1)
= sup
m∈M(Y,σY )
{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φndm}(4.2)
for all Φs. If PY (Φs) 6= −∞, Then µ is an equilibrium state for −F ◦ π+Φs ◦ π if and only
if (i) πµ is an equilibrium state for Φs and (ii) µ is a relative equilibrium state for 0 over
πµ.
Remark 4.4. −F ◦π above is called a (measurable) compensation function. Compensation
functions were introduced by Boyle-Tuncel [6] and studied by Walters [30].
Corollary 4.5. Theorem 4.3 holds for an almost additive potential Φs on Y , and PY (Φs)
is finite.
Proof. Let Φs = {log φn}
∞
n=1 on Y be an almost additive potential satisfying e
−Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) ≤
φn+m(x) ≤ e
Cφn(x)φm(σ
n
Xx) for some C > 0. Then Φ¯s = {log e
Cφn}
∞
n=1 is a subadditive
potential on Y . Replacing Φs in Theorem 4.3 by Φ¯s, we obtain limn→∞
1
n
∫
log(eCφn ◦
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π)dµ = limn→∞
1
n
∫
log(φn ◦ π)dµ for all µ ∈ M(X,σX ) and limn→∞
1
n
∫
log eCφndm =
limn→∞
1
n
∫
log φndm for all m ∈M(Y, σY ). Therefore, the equality in Theorem 4.3 holds.
Almost additivity of Φs implies that PY (Φs) is finite. The rest of the theorem holds using
M−F◦π+Φs◦π(X,σX) = M−F◦π+Φ¯s◦π(X,σX) and MΦs(Y, σY ) = MΦ¯s(Y, σY ), and making
the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.3 (see Theorem 3.9 in [34]). 
Under the assumption of Theorem 4.3, for y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ), denote by |π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|
the cardinality of the set consisting of exactly one point from each cylinder [x1 . . . xn] in
X such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn]. For y ∈ Y , let φ˜n(y) = |π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|. Then Φ˜ =
{log φ˜n}
∞
n=1 is a subadditive potential on Y . We continue to use this notation throughout
this section.
Theorem 4.6. [35] Suppose in Theorem 4.3 that π : X → Y is a factor map between
irreducible sofic shifts. Define Φ˜ ◦ π = {log(φ˜n ◦ π)}
∞
n=1. Then
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(φ˜n ◦ π)dµ =
∫
F ◦ πdµ for all µ ∈M(X,σX ).
Hence we can replace F in Theorem 4.3 by the subadditive potential Φ˜.
Now we first consider our question for a simple case. By using relative pressure, we will
characterize the measure µ of maximal entropy as a relative equilibrium state for 0 over πµ.
In relation to our work, we note that for an invariant ergodic measure Petersen, Quas and
Shin [25] and Allahbakhshi and Quas [1] studied counting the number of preimage measures
which have maximal entropy among all measures in the fibre.
Corollary 4.7. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Suppose
that X has the specification property. Let µ ∈M(X,σX) be the unique measure of maximal
entropy for (X,σX ) and let πµ = ν ∈M(Y, σY ). Then µ is the unique relative equilibrium
state for 0 over ν.
Proof. We apply Theorems 4.3 and 4.6. Set φn = φ˜n for all n ∈ N in Theorem 4.3. Then ν
is an equilibrium state for G = {log |π−1[y1 . . . yn]|}
∞
n=1. Applying Theorem 3.1 (set fn = 1
in Theorem 3.1), it is the unique equilibrium state for G. Thus Theorem 4.3 implies that µ
is a relative equilibrium state for 0 over ν. Assume that there exists µ1 6= µ which is also
a relative equilibrium state for 0 over ν. Then, by Theorem 4.3, µ1 is also a measure of
maximal entropy which is a contradiction. 
Now we want to extend Corollary 4.7 for a unique invariant Gibbs measure µ for an
almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on a subshift X. We observe that we cannot
apply Theorem 4.3, because in this theorem we only consider a sequence of continuous
functions −F ◦ π +Φ ◦ π on X, where Φ ◦ π = {log(φn ◦ π)}
∞
n=1, φn ∈ C(Y ).
Theorem 4.8. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be full shifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Let
µF ∈M(X,σX) be a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive potential F =
{log fn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded variation. Let πµF = ν. Then ν is the unique equilibrium
state for the relative pressure P (σX , π,F) and µF is the unique relative equilibrium state
for F over ν.
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Remark 4.9. Related work is found in Barral and Feng [2] in a more general setting. Our
result differs slightly from theirs due to our particular setting.
In order to show Theorem 4.8, we need the following simple lemmas.
Lemma 4.10. Let F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 be almost additive on a subshift X with bounded
variation and define F1 = {log fne
C}∞n=1. For y ∈ Y , let Dn(y) be a set consisting of a
point from each cylinder [x1 . . . xn] such that [x1 . . . xn] ∩ π
−1{y} 6= ∅. Then
P (σX , π,F)(y) = P (σX , π,F1)(y) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
x∈Dn(y)
fn(x)).
Proof. The first equality is obvious from the definition of relative pressure. To see the second
equality, we note that F1 is subadditive and e
−2C(fn(x)e
C )(fm(σ
n
Xx)e
C) ≤ fn+m(x)e
C .
Therefore, the result follows immediately from (2.3). 
Lemma 4.11. Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be full shifts and let π : X → Y be a factor map.
For an almost additive potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded variation,
P (σX , π,F)(y) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
x∈Dn(y)
fn(x)) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log gn(y) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log gn(y).
Proof. The first equality is obvious from Lemma 4.10. Since X is a full shift, given a set
Dn(y), we can find a set En(y) such that En(y) = Dn(y). Conversely, given a set En(y),
we can construct a set Dn(y) such that Dn(y) = En(y). Thus we have the second equality.
The third equality is clear because the sequence {log gne
C}∞n=1 is a subadditive potential
on Y . 
Proof of Theorem 4.8
The first statement of Theorem 4.8 is proved by Lemma 4.11. Clearly,
hµF (σX) + limn→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµF = sup{hµ¯(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ¯ : µ¯ ∈M(X,σX )}
= sup{hm(σY ) +
∫
P (σX , π,F)dm : m ∈M(Y, σY )}(by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.11)
= hν(σY ) + sup{hµ¯(σX)− hν(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ¯ : πµ¯ = ν}(by Theorems 3.1 and 4.1)
= sup{hµ¯(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ¯ : πµ¯ = ν}.
This proves that µF is a relative equilibrium state for F over ν. To show the uniqueness,
assume that there exists µ1 6= µF which is a relative equilibrium state for F over ν. Then,
using the equations above, µ1 is also an equilibrium state for F , which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.12. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.8, suppose that F = {log(φn ◦
π)}∞n=1, φn ∈ C(Y ) for all n ∈ N. Then µF is the unique relative equilibrium state for 0
over ν.
Proof. Let µ ∈M(Y, σY ) be fixed. For any µ ∈M(X,σX ) such that πµ = m, limn→∞
1
n
∫
log(φn◦
π)dµ = limn→∞
1
n
∫
log φndm. Hence we obtain the result. 
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In the next proposition, we will apply Theorem 4.8 in order to study the relation between
a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a function f ∈ Bow(X) and its image under a factor
map. To do this, we use the following lemma by Petersen and Shin [26].
Lemma 4.13. [26] Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be irreducible shifts of finite type and π : X → Y
be a factor map. Let fn(x) = e
f(x)+···+f(σnXx). For each f ∈ C(X),
P (σX , π, f)(y) = lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log(
∑
x∈En(y)
fn(x)),
almost everywhere with respect to every m ∈M(Y, σY ).
Proposition 4.14. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be topological mixing shifts of finite type and
π : X → Y be a factor map. Suppose f ∈ Bow(X) and let µf be a unique invariant Gibbs
measure for f . Then πµf is the unique equilibrium state for P (σX , π, f) and µf is the
unique relative equilibrium state for f over πµ.
Proof. Let fn(x) = e
f(x)+···+f(σn
X
x). Since f ∈ Bow(X), F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 is an additive se-
quence with bounded variation, we have P (σX , π,F)(y) = lim supn→∞
1
n
log
(∑
x∈Dn(y)
fn(x)
)
(see (2.3)). Applying Theorem 4.6 of [30], we obtain P (σX , π, f)(y) = P (σX , π,F)(y) for
all y ∈ Y . Let g¯n(y) be defined as in Corollary 3.2. Using Lemma 4.13 and the fact that
F has bounded variation, we obtain P (σX , π, f)(y) = limn→∞
1
n
log g¯n(y) with respect to
every invariant measure on Y . Therefore, we can make similar arguments to those in the
proof of Theorem 4.8, replacing limn→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ¯, µ¯ ∈ M(X,σX ) and P (σX , π,F) by∫
fdµ¯ and P (σX , π, f) respectively. This proves the proposition. 
5. Preimages of Gibbs measures
In the previous sections, we studied the image of a unique invariant Gibbs measure
under a factor map. In this section, we will consider a preimage of the Gibbs measure for
almost additive potential. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be sofic shifts and π : X → Y be a factor
map. Suppose that X has the specification property. For an almost additive potential
Φ2 = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation, let νΦ2 ∈M(Y, σY ) be the unique invariant
Gibbs measure associated to it. Now we want to ask the following question. Is there any
Gibbs measure µΦ1 ∈M(X,σX ) associated to a sequence of continuous functions Φ1 on X
such that πµΦ1 = νΦ2? We will apply Theorems 3.1 and 4.3 to study this problem.
Answering this question will lead us to examine further when the image of Gibbs measure
is a Gibbs measure. In Proposition 5.12, we study the condition under which the image of
the Gibbs measure for f ∈ Bow(X) is the Gibbs measure for a function that belongs to the
Bowen class.
Throughout this section, we use the potential Φ˜ = {log φ˜n}
∞
n=1 on Y , where φ˜n(y) =
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]| for y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ Y . Φ˜ is a subadditive potential in general. It is
an almost additive potential with the following condition.
Condition A
Let n,m ∈ N. There exists 0 < D ≤ 1 such that for any y1 . . . yn+m ∈ Bn+m(Y ), we have
D|π−1[y1 . . . yn]||π
−1[yn+1 . . . yn+m]| ≤ |π
−1[y1 . . . yn+m]|.
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Remark 5.1. There is an example of a factor map π : X → Y between subshifts where
(X,σX) is a topologically mixing subshift of finite type without satisfying Condition A (see
Example 5.6 in [34]).
Theorem 5.2. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be sofic shifts, and π : X → Y be a factor map.
Suppose that X has the specification property and Condition A holds. For an almost
additive potential Φ2 = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on Y with bounded variation, let νΦ2 ∈M(Y, σY ) be a
unique invariant Gibbs measure for Φ2. Then Φ1 = {log((fn ◦π)/(φ˜n ◦π))}
∞
n=1 is an almost
additive potential on X with bounded variation and there exists a unique invariant Gibbs
measure µΦ1 for Φ1 satisfying πµΦ1 = νΦ2 . Then
sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log
fn ◦ π
φ˜n ◦ π
dµ} = sup
m∈M(Y,σY )
{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndm}.
Proof. For n ∈ N, let hn(x) = (fn ◦π)(x)/(φ˜n ◦π)(x). We first show that there exists A > 0
such that e−Ahn(x)hm(σ
n
Xx) ≤ hn+m(x) ≤ e
Ahn(x)hm(σ
n
Xx). Let x ∈ X and π(x) = y.
Since Φ2 is almost additive, there exists C2 > 0 such that e
−C2fn(y)fm(σ
n
Y y) ≤ fn+m(y) ≤
eC2fn(y)fm(σ
n
Y y). Using Condition A,
|π−1[y1 . . . yn+m]| ≤ |π
−1[y1 . . . yn]||π
−1[yn+1 . . . yn+m]|
and the property of the factor map π, we obtain
hn+m(x) =
fn+m(πx)
φ˜n+m(πx)
≤
fn(πx)fm(σ
n
Y (πx))e
C2
φ˜n(πx)φ˜m(σnY (πx))D
≤
fn(πx)fm(π(σ
n
Xx))e
C2
φ˜n(πx)φ˜m(π(σ
n
Xx))D
= hn(x)hm(σ
n
Xx)
eC2
D
.
Using similar arguments, we have hn(x)hm(σ
n
Xx)e
−C2 ≤ hn+m(x). Thus Φ1 is almost
additive. Next we show that Φ1 has bounded variation. Since Φ2 has bounded variation,
there exists M2 > 0 such that supn∈N{fn(y)/fn(y
′) : yi = y
′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤ M2. For
x = (x1, . . . , xn, . . . ), x
′ = (x′1, . . . , x
′
n, . . . ) ∈ X, where xi = x
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and noting
that φ˜n depends on the first n coordinates of y ∈ Y , we have
hn(x)
hn(x′)
=
fn(πx)φ˜n(πx
′)
fn(πx′)φ˜n(πx)
≤M2.
Therefore, Φ1 is almost additive with bounded variation and so there is a unique invariant
Gibbs measure µΦ1 for Φ1 which is a unique equilibrium state for Φ1. Applying Theorems 4.3
and 4.6, we obtain the equality in the theorem and πµΦ1 = νΦ2 . 
Now we want to study a preimage of a unique invariant Gibbs measure µf for f ∈
Bow(Y ). Since f ∈ Bow(Y ), let fn(y) = e
f(y)+···+f(σn
Y
y) and define Φ2 = {log fn}
∞
n=1.
Then Φ2 is almost additive with bounded variation. Applying Theorem 5.2, we immediately
obtain the following.
Corollary 5.3. Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be sofic shifts and π : X → Y be a factor map.
Suppose that X has the specification property and Condition A holds. For f ∈ Bow(Y ),
let νf ∈ M(Y, σY ) be the unique invariant Gibbs measure for f . Then there exists µ ∈
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M(X,σX), πµ = νf such that µ is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for f ◦ π−{log(φ˜n ◦
π)}∞n=1 on X.
Next we consider a special case of Corollary 5.3. If (X,σX ) is a full shift, then Condition
A is satisfied. In this case, we can always find a preimage measure that is a unique invariant
Gibbs measure for a function that belongs to the Bowen class.
Lemma 5.4. Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. If
f ∈ Bow(Y ), then f ◦ π ∈ Bow(X).
Proof. The proof is straightforward by using the definition of the Bowen class. 
Corollary 5.5. (Full shift case) Let (X,σX), (Y, σY ) be full shifts and π : X → Y be a
factor map. Let νf ∈ M(Y, σY ) be the unique invariant Gibbs measure for f ∈ Bow(Y ).
Then there exists µ ∈ M(X,σX) such that πµ = νf and µ is the unique invariant Gibbs
measure for a function that belongs to the Bowen class.
Proof. Let (Y, σY ) be the full shift of k symbols, 1, . . . , k. Let X be the full shift on
r1 + · · ·+ rk symbols {a
1
1, . . . a
1
r1
, . . . , ak1 , . . . , a
k
rk
} and π(a1i ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r1, . . . , π(a
k
i ) =
k, for 1 ≤ i ≤ rk. Let y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ Y and Ni(y1 . . . yn) be the number of
times symbol i appears in y1 . . . yn. Then |π
−1[y1 . . . yn]| = r
N1(y1...yn)
1 . . . r
Nk(y1...yn)
k . Define
g : Y → R by g(y) = log ri if y ∈ [i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We claim that, for any µ ∈ M(Y, σY ),
limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log φ˜ndm =
∫
gdm.
Since
∑n−1
j=0 χ[i](σ
j
Y y) = Ni(y1 . . . yn), by the ergodic theorem, if m ∈ Erg(Y, σY ),
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Ni(y1 . . . yn) = lim sup
n→∞
n−1∑
j=0
χ[i](σ
j
Y y) =
∫
χ[i](y)dm
for m-a.e. y ∈ Y . Noting that
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log φ˜ndm =
∫
lim
n→∞
1
n
log φ˜ndm =
∫
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log φ˜ndm
=
k∑
i=1
(log ri)
∫
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
Ni(y1 . . . yn)dm =
k∑
i=1
(log ri)
∫
χ[i](y)dm,
we obtain the claim. Now in Theorem 5.2, set fn(y) = e
f(y)+···+f(σn
Y
y) and define Φ2 =
{log fn}
∞
n=1. By f(σ
i
Y (π(x))) = f(π(σ
i
Xx)), we obtain
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(fn ◦ π)dµ =
∫
f ◦ πdµ.
Therefore, for any µ¯ ∈M(X,σX),
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log
fn ◦ π
φ˜n ◦ π
dµ¯ = lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(fn◦π)dµ¯− lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(φ˜n◦π)dµ¯ =
∫
f◦πdµ¯−
∫
g◦πdµ¯.
By Lemma 5.4, f ◦ π − g ◦ π ∈ Bow(X). By Theorem 5.2, µ is the unique invariant Gibbs
measure for f ◦ π − g ◦ π. 
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Remark 5.6. Walters [30] studied this problem under a slightly different setting. We note
that a slight modification of Theorem 4.1 [30] implies Corollary 5.5, observing that −g ◦ π
above in the proof is a (continuous) compensation function (see [30]).
Suppose that µ ∈M(X,σX) is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive
potential Φ = {log fn}
∞
n=1 on X with bounded variation. We know from Theorem 3.1
in Section 3 that ν = πµ is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for the asymptotically
subadditive potential G on Y where G is defined as in Theorem 3.1. For this ν, under
a certain condition, we can find a preimage measure which is a unique invariant Gibbs
measure µ1 for an almost additive potential on X (see Theorem 5.2). Thus we have two
measures µ and µ1 that are projected to ν. In this case, what is the relation between µ
and µ1? In the rest of this section, we consider this question. We will apply Theorems 3.1
and 4.3 to study this problem.
Proposition 5.7. Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be sofic shifts and π : X → Y be a factor map.
Suppose that X has the specification property and Condition A holds. Let F = {log fn}
∞
n=1
be an almost additive potential onX with bounded variation defined in Theorem 3.1 . Define
gn and G as in Theorem 3.1 and let Φ1 = {log((gn ◦ π)/(φ˜n ◦ π))}
∞
n=1. Then
sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log fndµ} = sup
m∈M(Y,σY )
{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log gndm}
= sup
µ∈M(X,σX )
{hµ(σX)− lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(φ˜n ◦ π)dµ + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(gn ◦ π)dµ}.
Therefore, PX(F) = PX(Φ1). Let µF , ν, µΦ1 be the unique invariant Gibbs measure for
F ,G, and Φ1, respectively. Then πµF = πµΦ1 = ν.
Proof. We obtain the first equality from Theorem 3.1. For the second equality, using the
fact that H˜ = {log g˜ne
C}∞n=1, where g˜n(y) = gn(y)e
−nPX(F), is a subadditive potential on
Y and applying Theorem 4.3, we obtain
sup{hµ(σX) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log
g˜n ◦ π
φ˜n ◦ π
dµ} = sup
m∈M(Y,σY )
{hm(σY ) + lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log g˜ndm}.
We have limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log(g˜n ◦ π/φ˜n ◦ π)dµ = limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log(gn ◦ π/φ˜n ◦ π)dµ−PX(F)
for all µ ∈M(X,σX ) and limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log g˜ndm = limn→∞(1/n)
∫
log gndm−PX(F) for
all m ∈M(Y, σY ). Hence we obtain the second equality. The rest follows by the same proof
used to show Theorem 4.3 (see [34]). 
Recall by Theorem 4.8 that µF in Proposition 5.7 is the relative equilibrium state of F
over πµ = ν. Also, Proposition 5.7 implies that µΦ1 is the relative equilibrium state of 0
over ν (see Theorem 4.3). Hence, in general, µF 6= µΦ1 . When do we have µF = µΦ1? The
next proposition gives an answer to this question.
Proposition 5.8. In Proposition 5.7, µF = µΦ1 if and only if there exists A > 0 such that
for any y ∈ [y1, . . . , yn], x ∈ [x1, . . . xn] where π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn],
(5.1)
1
A
≤
gn(y)
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|fn(x)
≤ A.
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Proof. Suppose that µF = µΦ1 . For any n,m ∈ N there exist C1, C2 > 0 such that
(5.2)
1
C1
≤
µF ([x1 . . . xn])
e−nPX(F)fn(x)
≤ C1 for all x ∈ [x1 . . . xn]
and
(5.3)
1
C2
≤
µΦ1([x1 . . . xn])|π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|
e−nPX(Φ1)gn(π(x))
≤ C2 for all x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn].
By (5.2), (5.3) and PX(F) = PX(Φ1), we obtain
(5.4)
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|fn(x)
C1C2gn(π(x))
≤
µF ([x1 . . . xn])
µΦ1([x1 . . . xn])
≤
C1C2|π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|fn(x)
gn(π(x))
for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn]. Since µF ([x1 . . . xn]) = µΦ1([x1 . . . xn]),
(5.4) implies that
1
C1C2
≤
gn(π(x))
fn(x)|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|
≤ C1C2
for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn], n ∈ N. Hence we obtain the
result. Conversely, suppose we have (5.1). Using (5.4), we obtain
(5.5)
1
AC1C2
≤
µF ([x1 . . . xn])
µΦ1([x1 . . . xn])
≤ AC1C2 for each cylinder set [x1 . . . xn] in X,n ∈ N.
Since µF and µΦ1 are both ergodic, they are either mutually singular or equal. Using (5.5),
they are mutually absolutely continuous. Therefore, µF = µΦ1 . 
Next we consider the special case when µF is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for
F = Φ ◦ π = {log(φn ◦ π)}
∞
n=1 on X, where Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 is an almost additive potential
on Y with bounded variation.
Lemma 5.9. Let (X,σX ) and (Y, σY ) be subshifts and let π : X → Y be a factor map. If
Φ = {log φn}
∞
n=1 is an almost additive potential on Y with bounded variation, then Φ ◦π is
an almost additive potential on X with bounded variation.
Proof. This is a generalization of Lemma 5.4. The proof is immediate by using the defini-
tions of almost additivity and bounded variation. 
Corollary 5.10. In Proposition 5.7, let F = Φ ◦ π = {log(fn ◦ π)}
∞
n=1, where Φ =
{log fn}
∞
n=1 is an almost additive potential on Y with bounded variation. Then µF = µΦ1 .
Proof. We use Proposition 5.8. Recall the definition of gn from Section 3. Fix y1 . . . yn ∈
Bn(Y ).
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]| inf
π(x)∈[y1...yn]
(fn ◦ π)(x) ≤ gn(y) ≤ |π
−1[y1 . . . yn]| sup
π(x)∈[y1...yn]
(fn ◦ π)(x).
Let y ∈ [y1 . . . yn]. Then for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn],
infπ(x)∈[y1...yn](fn ◦ π)(x)
(fn ◦ π)(x)
≤
gn(y)
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|(fn ◦ π)(x)
≤
supπ(x)∈[y1...yn](fn ◦ π)(x)
(fn ◦ π)(x)
.
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Since Φ has bounded variation, there exists M > 0 such that fn(y
′)/fn(y) ≤ M for y, y
′ ∈
Y, yi = y
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, for any x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆
[y1 . . . yn],
1
M
≤
gn(y)
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|(fn ◦ π)(x)
≤M.

In Corollary 5.5, we considered a preimage of a unique invariant Gibbs measure for
f ∈ Bow(Y ) and showed that we can find a preimage which is a unique invariant Gibbs
measure for a function that belongs to the Bowen class. To see this, we studied conditions
under which Φ1 in Proposition 5.7 can be replaced by a continuous function that belongs
to the Bowen class, and we chose the condition of (X,σX) being a full shift. Now given a
unique invariant Gibbs measure ν for f ∈ Bow(Y ), we consider another preimage µF by
using a unique invariant Gibbs measure µF for F in Proposition 5.7. We will show that we
can replace F by a function that belongs to the Bowen class when (X,σX ) is a sofic shift
with the specification property.
Corollary 5.11. Let (X,σX ), (Y, σY ) be sofic shifts and π : X → Y be a factor map.
Suppose that X has the specification property and Condition A holds. Let f ∈ Bow(Y )
and ν ∈ M(Y, σY ) be the unique invariant Gibbs measure for f . Let µf◦π be the unique
Gibbs measure for f ◦ π ∈ Bow(X). Define Φ1 = {log((fn ◦ π)/(φ˜n ◦ π))}
∞
n=1, where
fn(y) = e
f(y)+···+f(σnY y), and µΦ1 as in Theorem 5.2. Then µf◦π = µΦ1 .
Proof. Let Φ = {log fn}
∞
n=1, where fn(y) = e
f(y)+···+f(σnY y) and F = Φ ◦ π. Applying
Corollary 5.10, µF = µΦ1 . Since µF = µf◦π, we obtain the result. 
Let f ∈ C(Y ). In Corollary 5.11, a unique invariant Gibbs measure µf◦π for f ◦ π,
where f ∈ Bow(Y ), is projected to a unique invariant Gibbs measure ν for f . In the next
proposition we consider a slightly more general condition of φ ∈ Bow(X) under which a
unique invariant Gibbs measure µφ for φ is projected to a unique invariant Gibbs measure
ν for a function that belongs to the Bowen class. The question of images of Gibbs measures
for functions of summable variation has recently been studied for full shifts [9, 27] and for
subshifts [15, 32].
The next theorem implies, for example, that if f is in the Bowen class and has bounded
variation in the preimages of all cylinders [y1 . . . yn] in Y , i.e., there exists M > 0 for
any y1 . . . yn ∈ Bn(Y ) such that supn∈N{e
f(x)+···+f(σn
X
x)/ef(x
′)+···+f(σn
X
x′) : π(x1 . . . xn) =
π(x′1 . . . x
′
n) = y1 . . . yn} ≤ M , then the projection ν is a unique invariant Gibbs measure
for a function that belongs to the Bowen class.
Proposition 5.12. Let (X,σX) and (Y, σY ) be full shifts and π : X → Y a factor map.
Let f ∈ Bow(X) and µf be a unique invariant Gibbs measure for f . Let fn(x) =
ef(x)+···+f(σ
n−1
X
x). For n ∈ N, define g¯n and G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1 on Y as in Corollary 3.2.
Suppose that there exists A > 0 such that
1
A
≤
g¯n(y)
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|fn(x)
≤ A,
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for each x ∈ [x1 . . . xn] such that π([x1 . . . xn]) ⊆ [y1 . . . yn]. Then ν = πµf is a unique
invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous function on Y which belongs to the Bowen class.
Proof. Let (X,σX) be the full shift of k symbols, 1, . . . , k. First recall from Theorem 3.1 that
ν is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1. For y ∈ Y , define ψ : Y → X
by ψ(y) = x, where x = (x1, . . . , xn, . . . ) is defined by π(x) = y with the property that for
any x′ = (x′1, . . . , x
′
n, . . . ) ∈ X such that π(x
′) = y, 1 ≤ xi ≤ x
′
i for all i ∈ N. In other
words, for each xi, we take xi to be the smallest positive integer projected to yi. Such x is
uniquely determined. Clearly ψ is a continuous function on Y . By assumption, for each x
such that π(x) ∈ [y1 . . . yn], y ∈ [y1 . . . yn],
g¯n(y) ≤ A|π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|e
f(x)+···+f(σn−1
X
(x)).
Hence for each y ∈ [y1 . . . yn],
(5.6) g¯n(y) ≤ A|π
−1[y1 . . . yn]|e
f(ψ(y))+f(σX (ψ(y)))+···+f(σ
n−1
X
(ψ(y))).
Similarly, we have
(5.7) g¯n(y) ≥
1
A
|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|e
f(ψ(y))+f(σX (ψ(y)))+···+f(σ
n−1
X
(ψ(y))).
We claim that f ◦ ψ ∈ Bow(Y ). Since f ∈ Bow(X), there exists M such that
sup{(f(x)+· · ·+f(σn−1X x))−(f(x
′)+· · ·+f(σn−1X x
′)) : xi = x
′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤M, for all n ∈ N.
For y, y′ ∈ Y , yi = y
′
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ψ(y)i = ψ(y
′)i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n by definition of ψ. Also,
clearly, ψ(σiY y) = σ
i
X(ψ(y)) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Therefore,
sup{(f(ψ(y))+· · ·+f(ψ(σn−1Y y)))−(f(ψ(y
′))+· · ·+f(ψ(σn−1Y y
′)) : yi = y
′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤M, for all n ∈ N.
Hence, f ◦ ψ ∈ Bow(Y ). For any m ∈M(Y, σY ), using (5.6),
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log g¯n(y)dm ≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log(A|π−1[y1 . . . yn]|e
f(ψ(y))+···+f(σn−1
Y
ψ(y)))dm
= lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log |π−1[y1 . . . yn]|dm+ lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log ef(ψ(y))+···+f(σ
n−1
Y
ψ(y))dm
=
∫
(g + f ◦ ψ)dm,
where g is a locally constant function defined in the proof of Corollary 5.5. Similarly, using
(5.7), we obtain
∫
(g + f ◦ ψ)dm ≤ limn→∞
1
n
∫
log g¯n(y)dm. Therefore, applying Theorem
3.1, ν = πµf is the unique Gibbs measure for g + f ◦ ψ ∈ Bow(Y ). 
6. images of Gibbs states for almost additive potentials and continuous
functions
Let (X,σX), (Y, σY )) be subshifts and π : X → Y be a factor map. Suppose that X has
the specification property. Let µ be a unique invariant Gibbs measure for an almost additive
potential F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 with bounded variation. In Section 3, we characterized πµ as a
unique invariant Gibbs measure for an asymptotically subadditive potential G = {log gn}
∞
n=1
(see Theorem 3.1). In this section, we relate our results to the theory of factor maps of
Gibbs equilibrium states for continuous functions (see [8, 9, 28, 32, 27, 15]).
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We start with the case when µ is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for a continuous
function which depends only on the first coordinate. For this purpose, we define for n ∈
N, x ∈ X, fn(x) = e
f(x)+···+f(σn−1
X
x). Then F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 is an additive potential with
bounded variation. We continue to use this notation throughout this section.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose (X,σX) is a full shift and f ∈ C(X) depends on the first
coordinate of x ∈ X. For n ∈ N, define g¯n and G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1 on Y as in Corollary 3.2.
Then, for all n ≥ 2, g¯n(y) = g¯1(y)g¯n−1(σY y). Therefore, for all m ∈M(Y, σY ),
(6.1) lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log g¯n(y)dm =
∫
log g¯1(y)dm.
Hence the unique invariant Gibbs measure for G¯ on Y , which is the image of the unique
invariant Gibbs measure for f , is the unique invariant Gibbs measure for the locally constant
function log g¯1 on Y .
Proof. Fix y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ Y . Let π
−1{y1} = {a
1
1, . . . a
1
k} for some k ∈ N. Take
one point x¯ from a cylinder set [x2 . . . xn] such that [x2 . . . xn] ⊆ π
−1([y2 . . . yn]). Let
x˜i = a
1
i x¯, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then x˜i ∈ [a
1
i x2 . . . xn] and [a
1
i x2 . . . xn] ⊆ π
−1([y1 . . . yn]) for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let w ∈ X be fixed. Observe that
k∑
i=1
ef(a
1
iw)
∑
x¯∈[x2...xn],π(x2...xn)=y2...yn
ef(x¯)+···+f(σ
n−2
X
x¯) =
∑
x˜i=a1i x¯,1≤i≤k
ef(x˜i)+···+f(σ
n−1
X
x˜i),
where the second summation is taken over all [x2 . . . xn] such that [x2 . . . xn] ⊆ π
−1([y2 . . . yn])
and x¯ in the third summation is taken over the same set as x¯ in the second summation. Since
f depends on the first coordinate, we obtain the above inequality for any w ∈ X and for
any x¯ ∈ [x2 . . . xn]. Therefore, we obtain g¯1(y)g¯n−1(σY y) ≤ g¯n(y). Since G¯ = {log g¯n}
∞
n=1 is
a subadditive potential, we obtain g¯1(y)g¯n−1(σY y) = g¯n(y) for each y ∈ Y, n,m ∈ N. There-
fore, we obtain (6.1). The rest of the theorem follows immediately from Corollary 3.2. 
Now we consider the special case when (X,σX ) is a full shift and f ∈ C(X) is of summable
variation. Let µf ∈ M(X,σX) be a unique invariant Gibbs measure for f . Pollicott and
Kempton [27] considered the image of µf under a factor map π : X → Y . Fix w ∈ X. For
n ∈ N, y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ Y , they defined
gn(y,w) =
∑
bn=x1...xn∈Bn(X),π(x1...xn)=y1...yn
ef(bnw)+···+f(σ
n−1
X
bnw) and uw,n(y) =
gn+1(y,w)
gn(σY y,w)
.
In particular, they showed that {uw,n(y)}
∞
n=1 converges uniformly to a continuous function
u : Y → R and it is independent of w ∈ X (see Proposition 3.2 in [27]). Using this, they
proved that πµf is an invariant Gibbs measure for log u. Kempton [15] extended this result
to a function f which is of summable variation on a subshift of finite type under a certain
condition.
In Corollary 3.2 in Section 3, we saw that πµf is a unique invariant Gibbs measure for the
subadditive potential G¯ on Y where G¯ is defined in Corollary 3.2. In the next proposition,
we will see that our construction of G in Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of log u defined in
[27]. We continue to use gn(y,w), uw,n(y) and u : Y → R as above.
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Proposition 6.2. Let (X,σX) be a full shift and π : X → Y be a factor map. Suppose
that f ∈ C(X) is of summable variation. Then for all m ∈M(Y, σY ),
lim
n→∞
1
n
∫
log g¯n(y)dm =
∫
log u(y)dm,
where g¯n is defined as in Corollary 3.2.
Proof. Fix w ∈ X and, for any n ∈ N, y ∈ Y , let uw,n(y) = gn+1(y,w)/gn(σY y,w). Since
f ∈ C(X) is of summable variation, F = {log fn}
∞
n=1 has bounded variation. We first claim
that
(6.2) lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log g¯n(y)dm = lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log gn+1(y,w)dm.
Observing that gn(y,w) ≤ g¯n(y) ≤ Mgn(y,w) for each n ∈ N, w ∈ X, (6.2) is clear. Next
we claim that
(6.3) 1 < uw,n(y) ≤M
g¯n+1(y)
g¯n(σY y)
≤Mg¯1(y).
Let y = (y1, . . . , yn, . . . ) ∈ Y . Let π
−1{y1} = {a
1
1, . . . a
1
k} for some k ∈ N. Taking
any x2 . . . xn+1 ∈ Bn(X) such that π(x2 . . . xn+1) = y2 . . . yn+1, we have, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
a1ix2 . . . xn+1 ∈ Bn+1(X) and π(a
1
i x2 . . . xn+1) = y1 . . . yn+1. Therefore, clearly, gn+1(y,w) >
gn(σY y,w). This implies 1 < uw,n(y). Also, again using the fact that gn(y,w) ≤ g¯n(y) ≤
Mgn(y,w), we obtain the second inequality in (6.3). The third inequality in (6.3) is
clear because G¯ is subadditive. Hence we obtain the claim. Now write gn+1(y,w) =
uw,n(y)gn(σY y,w). Then by definition,
gn+1(y,w) = uw,n(y)uw,n−1(σY y)gn−1(σ
2
Y y,w)
= uw,n(y)uw,n−1(σY y)uw,n−2(σ
2
Y y)gn−2(σ
3
Y y,w)
= uw,n(y)uw,n−1(σY y) . . . uw,1(σ
n−1
Y y)g1(σ
n
Y y,w).
Fix n ∈ N. Taking the logarithm of both sides, dividing both sides by n and integrating
both sides with respect to m ∈M(Y, σY ),∫
1
n
log gn+1(y,w)dm =
∫
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(σ
n−1
Y y))dm+
∫
1
n
log g1(σ
n
Y y,w)dm
=
∫
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y))dm +
∫
1
n
log g1(σ
n
Y y,w)dm,
where in the second equality we use the fact that m is invariant. Noting that g1(y,w) is
continuous on Y and thus bounded, letting n→∞,
(6.4) lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log gn+1(y,w)dm = lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y))dm.
We claim that
(6.5) lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y))dm =
∫
log u(y)dm.
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To see this, we first note by (6.3) that | log uw,n(y)| ≤ logM maxy∈Y g¯1(y) for all n ∈ N.
Let A = maxy∈Y g¯1(y). For each y ∈ Y, n ∈ N, let pw,n(y) = (log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y)))/n.
Since {uw,n}
∞
n=1 converges uniformly to a continuous function uw (see [27]), given ǫ > 0,
there exists Nw ∈ N such that
uw(y)− ǫ < uw,n(y) < uw(y) + ǫ for all n > Nw, y ∈ Y.
Since uw,n(y) > 1, we obtain
n−Nw
n
log(uw(y)− ǫ) <
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y)) ≤
Nw
n
logMA+
n−Nw
n
log(uw(y) + ǫ).
Letting n→∞,
log(uw(y)− ǫ) ≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y)) ≤ log(uw(y) + ǫ).
Since we can do this argument for each ǫ > 0, we obtain
(6.6) lim
n→∞
pw,n(y) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y)) = log uw(y).
Since pw,n is bounded uniformly, using (6.6), we obtain
(6.7) lim
n→∞
∫
1
n
log(uw,n(y) . . . uw,1(y))dm =
∫
log uw(y)dm.
Since the convergence of uw,n is independent of w (see [27]), we can replace uw in (6.7) by
u. Hence we obtain (6.5). The proof is completed by combining (6.4), (6.2) and (6.5). 
7. Question
Here we pose a question that relates our results to the theory of factor maps of Gibbs
equilibrium states for continuous functions.
In Theorem 3.1, when can we replace G by a continuous function, i.e., when do we have
a g ∈ C(Y ) that satisfies limn→∞
1
n
∫
log gndm =
∫
gdm for every m ∈M(Y, σY )?
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